Stories we are teaching this term:
Our story text this term is ‘We’re Going on a Bear
Hunt’. Once we have learnt the story, we are going to
write our own version with lots of different weathers
to survive and get through.

Our focus for this term will be developing our
enjoyment of reading through sharing some of our
favourite stories.

Over-arching topic
(Cold Countries)

Other Curriculum areas:

Term 1

Science: The children will be learning about different
materials to keep us warm and dry when it is cold and/or
wet.

Hawk Class

PSHE: We will be getting to know each other and the
routines in our new class group. We will also be revising
and developing our knowledge of the Zones of
Regulation.
Art: Using a wide variety of materials and methods to
explore the idea of ‘cold’ in our artwork.
ICT: We will be learning about Internet Safety to think
about how we can stay safe when we use the internet.

Literacy
The children in Hawk Class will be attending various
phonic groups tailored to their needs where they will
develop their spelling, reading and writing skills.

Photo
Highlights

In term 1 we will be focusing on our fine motor skills,
developing a secure pencil grip and practising our letter
formation with a view to joined handwriting for some.

How you Can help at home.

Problem Solving and Reasoning
Our main focus this term will be number, place value and
calculation. We will be using lots of practical activities and
games to support our learning. We will also be learning
about the months and seasons as part of our weather
investigations .

We would love to see all the lovely things you do at home.
Remember that you can use Evisense to share this with us.
Here are some ideas that you can use at home:

Measure the weather at home with some simple
homemade devices.
Make some cakes or biscuits to share on a Friday in the
‘Costa Café’.
We would also like you to help your child remember to
bring in their favourite book for us to share at story time.

Practising and taking part in Sports Day.
Running and being in a ‘Costa Café’ with our friends in
Eagle class, using money and writing in a real life
situation.
A new music group for some of our class on a Wednesday
afternoon.

